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Back home my time is limited, so I have to break my rules and make a change to my
schedule. The weekend has arrived, a change in weather, a change in the season, and a
change in activity. This weekend is made for doing some photography! Who could have
guessed what type of weather we would have? Overcast, cloudy, and cool. What a
change from the warm days in July. The birds are rather quiet and are not singing the
way they should, so I thought a picture of this noisy creature would fit right in. He was
like going down the street any other time other than bed time. I snapped this photo as I
headed to the car. Regardless of what the weather, I always love seeing things in their
natural habitat. While ago in Arizona, on a trip to Tucson, we went to a wildlife refuge at
the Saguaro cactus. We took several rolls of memory cards, as well as a tripod, and
moved a bit of property around. The bush side is private property so we had to ask their
permission to shoot the nature. They agreed and we set a few things up. What a
beautiful area it is! A lot of open space with a cactus for as far as the eye can see. We
saw hummingbirds, snakes, lizards, scorpions, and other critters, and an abundant
amount of butterflies. Philip had a class at the Boys and Girls Club on Saturday, so it
was a busy start to the week for him. There was a huge amount of rain on Monday,
which was terrible, but on Tuesday we had a sunny morning and were blessed with a
fantastic rainbow. This is my picture from Tuesday morning, shot with the Nikon D7100
at 205mm with 70-200mm zoom, and f/11 at 2.5 sec. and ISO 24.
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What It Does: The Magic Wand tool is, as you can guess from the name, all about the
magic. The Magic Wand does an amazing job at highlighting areas of similar pixel
values within your image before you even touch it. We’ve covered the same concept in
a Word document, but for those of you who need more reassurance, check out the
Adobe Editor Insider post for some great tips. Photoshop CS5 (and up) has a built-in
curling tool that can add a withered, pinched effect to your image. Don’t try this at
home; this is just for fun. There are a lot of steps you need to take to get a 'good'
result. These include compressing the layer, optimizing your export settings, and the
like. There are also lots of curves, fills, and other tools that you need to experiment
with. The Layer Mask can be used to protect a portion of your image from being altered.
As you shape the mask, any pixels that line up with the mask’s edge stay as they are.
To save some time, double-click on the Layers Mask in the Layers panel to use it.
However, this technique may not provide the best results in all instances: it can
be difficult to work with certain types of elements like text, and may produce less-than-
desirable results if you’re attempting to apply the Layers Mask effect to a photo where
you want the background to stay static. The Blur Tool is a breeze to use. Just choose a
preset amount of blur, and Photoshop will create a filter for the entire selected layer.
Awesome. (Well, I guess it's not exactly as great as it sounds…there are a variety of
ways to increase or decrease the amount of blur. It’s one of the things that gives the
Blur Tool its flexibility. Click the Layers panel menu to display the Filters/Blur menu.)
Unwanted background areas? Blur. A hard edge? Blur that perceived edge. Sharp
contrast? Blur that edge away.) e3d0a04c9c
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Selection Improvements: Selections in Photoshop now provide more accurate and
consistent results. Selections can be made more efficiently in many cases, and more
accurately or more efficiently in other cases. The newly expanded field of selection tools
in Photoshop gives users even more control for seeking, warping, and retaining control
over the selection of an object in a digital photograph. Discover how to change the tonal
range and create stunning creative effects for your images. Study how to combine
layers and blend them, how to use color harmony to create sophisticated colors and
how to edit your work on a layers panel. The entire www.Photoshop.com site is yours for
the viewing. Explore the latest news and product offerings with the most up-to-date
information and tutorials for Photoshop and Photoshop Elements. Photoshop allows you
to easily manipulate your images to accomplish a specific effect, like lightening,
removing a shadow, or cropping. You can also use Photoshop to create and edit text.
You can even create and edit 3D models. You can combine many different types of
images together into one file, without pixelating, warping, or otherwise degrading the
quality of the final image. With Photoshop on the web, you can edit and save your
image on the desktop or any Mac or Windows device, and you can even get feedback
from your team by annotating and sharing your work in a browser. Photoshop is a
powerful editing tool with a wide range of capabilities for creating vector graphics,
including raster graphics and bitmaps. Designers can edit images, create, clip, and
composite other images together, and create specialized artworks.
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Photoshop has a long history and it has evolved over the years. It is the product of
anonymity. Being a tool of design, Photoshop is definitely the most complicated and
powerful software that you can consider. The application is the offspring of a team of
product representatives. It released its new versions about every two-and-a-half years.
The application is big in size and has got immense features. It has subdued the user
interface to a great extent. There is no help menu, which is a typical feature in the web-
based applications available in the web. The tool is quite heavy on resource, which
affects the performance and stability. The Adobe Photoshop tutorial is a photoshop



application in graphic designing. In this tutorial, we are learning photoshop cs5
features. This video tutorial is the Photoshop CS5, Creative Cloud features photoshop
tutorial. In this tutorial you will learn about the Photoshop tweaks and tools for creating
amazing photomanipulations, image comps and more. Adobe Photoshop is a very user -
friendly and great software application. It is one of the most used graphics editing
software by professional and not so professional designers. The applicaiton is fully
equipped with a set of tools and some tutorials that help you to get started with
Photoshop. The tutorials are quite popular among the professional designers as they
take their user to get accustomed in Photoshop by following some simple steps. With
the tool of Photoshop you can easily perform the basic outline, rectangular selection,
image rotating, rotating and resizing etc. Moreover, Photoshop is considered as one of
the most important softwares or tool in the field of photo editing. Photoshop is a
powerful tool with simple interface. It is an application that covers nearly every task you
perform on a photo. By using the Photoshop mentioned tools or tools you can easily get
the overdone output in the images.

3. Filter – Adding filter on top of an image is a fun thing to do. There are so many
kinds of filters available on Photoshop, which allow you to add some texture or add
some color to the image while making it look like some famous artist’s work. Adobe is
offering limited versions of their filter these days on the Creative Cloud. 4. Clipping
Mask – Once in a while, you come across a situation where you need to apply a certain
effect in a particular image and make it affected only in that area. This is mostly
required when you want to apply a special effect such as a logo or a picture in a specific
area. 5. Dashboard – The Dashboard is a collection of my favorite options that I most
often use with Photoshop. It is easy to use and doesn’t require any kind of complicated
steps. 6. Crane tool – The Crane tool is a feature that allows you to bring multiple
images and putting them together. This really saves some time when you are a
designer. Working on multiple images in one Photoshop file is tedious and takes a
longer time. 7. Hand Tool – You can use the Hand Tool to perform the same task. The
Hand Tool allows you to bring multiple images and placing them on top of each other.
8. Clone tool – Every photographer would love to use this tool, since it saves his
images and we can also use this to save some time. We can perform the same task by
using different tools.
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Having certain filters predefined in Photoshop makes it easier for the user to get the
desired effects. You do not have to find the right tool from the palette or choose the
right tool from the menu. Now, you can use the Refine Edge tool to add or delete a thin
soft edge to any filter. With different softening effects you can give objects a specific
look! The biggest revelation from Photoshop 2017 is the new powerful graphics editing
canvas features being added to the Application suite.Now when you select any object
with the shift key it will change like a marquee, you can create the text and object you
want to use with the shift key and then the object will appear above the image. At
Adobe MAX this year, the Adobe team introduced the new Adobe.com user interface
(UI). It is the next step in providing the user experience that allows them to discover
creativity across the broad spectrum of Adobe digital solutions. The new interface builds
on the established brand identity, flexes and adapts to different screen sizes, and
shines a light on trusted partner content. The new design is more conversational and
efficient. The user interface is compact and reduces the number of menus and workflow
between steps. Tools are easier to find and programs are quicker to work with. The new
interface delivers the same value as the traditional menu-driven desktop, and gives you
the most natural way to create content and complete any creative task. You can begin
where you start. The new interface is designed to work best when you are focused on
one task at a time. The new interface layout includes an innovative tool window panel
that optimizes the creative workflow. It’s great for viewing layers and adjusting settings
along the way, or when working on the full-screen version of Photoshop.
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Adobe Photoshop's features are what led it to be the standard for photo editing, but it is
no longer the only game in town. Elements is a free alternative that offers a lot of the
functionality of its commercial counterpart. Elements is designed for people who don't
want to spend time learning the ins and outs of Photoshop and are just looking for a
quick fix. The most notable difference between the two editors is that Elements is
separated into five tabs: canvas, tools, adjustments, type and graphics. Each of these
can be assigned a different tasks that will get the job done. Photoshop is still the the all-
in-one, top tier option for serious graphics editing, but it’s no longer the only game in
town. Since its inception, Elements has been offering a lot of the Photoshop features,
but with a less complex interface and at a lower cost. While it might not offer support
for multi-canvas editing like the original Mac version of Photoshop did, the UI is
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friendlier to beginners and Elements is overall more capable. Adobe Photoshop
Elements is a free upgrade to Photoshop, offering a stripped-down version of the pro
editor’s features. It has the basics you need to craft professional-quality content, but it
might not contain everything a designer or photographer needs. There are a number of
online courses that teach how to use Photoshop and Elements by Mail. These courses
will teach people how to make amazing images with both applications. It is a great way
to learn. You can try different aspects in your own time, and when you’re ready, you
can take on the world with your new skills.


